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Chapter 2

THE CREATIVITY SOLUTION

A

s a scientist, I make conclusions based on research. As an Asian,
however, I’m superstitious. For example, I avoid the number four,
which indicates the Chinese character death—many buildings in East Asia
a e no o rt oor or t is reason. I ne er look into a broken irror. I
don’t understand how fortune cookies work, but I trust that they do.
I started studying creativity because I had a life-changing experience
with a fortuneteller, whom I also believe in, along with most Asians. One
day an old man who had a long, grey beard and was dressed in a white
Korean traditional costume and carrying a cane approached me. He told
me that I’d have two very important children—because he knew I had two
birthmarks in a certain area of my body—and that my children would contribute to the betterment of the world. I felt that he wasn’t just looking into
a crystal ball; he was reading my soul!
It wasn’t a simple premonition. First, it meant I’d have at least two
children. But until the mysterious man spoke to me, having children hadn’t
even crossed my mind. Second, for his premonition to come true, I’d have
to be a good parent. I knew nothing about that, other than how my parents
raised me. I started researching parenting so that I’d have the necessary
skills to be a good parent. I read hundreds of books on both Korean and
American parenting, which included many contradictory theories, ideas,
and tec ni es.
ent all I be an e plorin t e findin s in scientific
research studies in order to provide clear guidance for myself. Through
this research, I learned a lot about intelligence, which led to my study of
Nobel laureates because I discovered they contributed to the betterment of
the world. This led to my deeper study of creativity because I found high
intelligence isn’t necessary to win a Nobel Prize or accomplish innovation,
but creativity is necessary. Intelligence and creativity aren’t the same.1 My
first st d o a Nobel la reate as arie C rie.
In time, I did have two children, just like the fortuneteller’s premonition.
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My goal was to raise them to be creative, so that they might have a chance
of making great contributions to the world. This is when I encountered the
challenges of teaching creativity. The actual act of teaching creativity isn’t
partic larl di fic lt b t t ere s a lot o isin or ation abo t at and o
to teach children in order for them to become creative. Misinformation about
creativity must be dispelled because it causes people to waste time on ineffective methods or prevents them from even trying. For example, if people
belie ed t e orld as at t e d not dare to ent re o t to sea to disco er
nkno n lands. I c ildren belie e t at creati it is onl a as o brilliance
from gods or by geniuses, or if they believe only artists are creative, they
might not even try to explore their own creative potential.
Over the years I weeded through the overwhelming amount of misinformation as well as valuable knowledge. In the process, I’ve developed
models to understand and teach creativity based on science, instead of traditions, superstitions, or false presumptions. Before I present the creative
CATs, we should explore what I mean by “creativity” and “innovation.”
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In the Western world, many people think that creativity is primarily artistic
in nature—like painting a landscape, choreographing a dance, or writing a
poem—and the terms creative and artistic are often used interchangeably.2
In t e astern orld o e er creati it is considered to be scientific discoveries or inventions such as electricity, antibiotics, or the computer.3
Overall, though, creativity is far broader than either of these interpretations. Creativity is making or doing something unique and useful. It is a
process that leads to innovation in all fields. Creati it occ rs in all social
endeavors, including the arts, sciences, mathematics, engineering, medicine, business, leadership, parenting, teaching, and sports.4

Pro

WHAT IS INNOVATION?
Innovation is a unique and useful concept, intellectual property, invention,
product, or service that results from a creative process. I say unique instead
of new because nothing under the sun is really new. Every product is devel-
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oped as an extension or a combination of existing ideas.5 For example,
Apple creates and releases the latest model of its iPhone, which actually consists of existing technologies combined in a unique way. This is
innovation. Then, Samsung analyzes the iPhone and quickly synthesizes/
transforms and sells a different-model phone that’s better in some aspects.
This is also innovation. The degree of uniqueness in both cases depends
on whom you ask.
People may come up with many unique ideas, but unless they’re
applied in some way, they remain just ideas in the frustrated dreamer’s
head and are thus not useful, and not an innovation. An innovation must be
unique and useful. For example, when an artist with great technical skills
creates a realistic scene or replicates a popular style, it is useful, but is not
unique. When an artist develops a technique for using materials differently
or infusing emotions or ideas into a visible artifact, it is unique. An artist
who can do both can become an innovator.
Innovation can be either tangible or intangible. Steve Jobs’ creation
of the iPhone and Georgia O’Keeffe’s paintings are tangible innovations.
Nelson Mandela’s democracy for South Africa and Albert Einstein’s relativity theory are intangible innovations. Both tangible and intangible
must be unique and useful to others and/or the society to be considered an
innovation.
Innovation ranges from small i to Big I.6 Small i innovation examples are easy to come by. Their impact on the society is small, and they
are created in everyday life, often without knowing it. When a chef puts
together different ingredients and make a unique dish without following
a recipe—a delicious dish that many customers appreciate (and thus
useful)—is a small i example.
Big I Innovation occurs when an innovation affects the society in a big
way. Big I Innovation examples include Nobel laureates’ contributions to
human knowledge and capability, such as Curie’s discovery of radioactivity (1903); Einstein’s discovery of the photoelectric effect (1921); and
Mandela’s ending of South Africa’s Apartheid and leading a peaceful revolution to democracy (1993).
Both small i and Big I are important, yet the relative impact (Im) of an
innovation can be determined, where Im = T (time in years) × N (number of
others affected). For example, if my unique creativity-development model
is useful for 100 people’s parenting or teaching for ten years, the impact
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of the innovation is 1,000 (small i). If the model is useful for 1,000,000
people for ten years, the impact of the innovation is 10,000,000 (Big I).

CREATIVE CATS
(CLIMATES, ATTITUDES, AND THINKING SKILLS)
Let’s explore my creative CATs model to better understand the nature of
creativity and, more important, how to best teach it to children. One of
the reasons for the name CATs is that creativity is literally related to cats.
More creative people identify as “cat people” rather than as “dog people,”
or they choose to own cats rather than dogs.7 Perhaps creative people are
too busy creating or traveling to take a dog out for a walk? Perhaps they’re
curious or independent like cats? (But hopefully not to the degree in the
saying “curiosity killed the cat”—phrases like this actually kill curiosity;
instead, say, “curiosity makes good cats,” because curious cats are actually
good at testing limits and determining what’s harmful or beneficial.)
Another reason for the name is that
CATs stands for three practical steps for
innovation. They are: cultivate creative
Climates (step 1); nurture creative Attitudes (step 2); and develop creativeThinking skills (step 3). As Figure 2.1
shows, the climate is represented by
the circle that surrounds the cactus,
which nurtures the attitude represented
at the heart of the cactus, which in
turn develops the thinking skills represented at the mind of the cactus, which
Figure 2.1. Creative CATs
results in innovation, represented by
(Climates, Attitudes, and Thinking Skills)
t e o ers o t e cact s.
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Step 1. The 4S Climates (Soil, Sun, Storm, and Space)

Surprisingly, the most critical part of a creative process is the climate, rather
than the creation or the creator.8 Fortunately, climates are the part parents
and educators have the most control over. I use the term “climates” instead
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of “environments” because they’re broader than the external, physical surroundings. Climates include both physical and psychological surroundings
and conditions t at in ence indi id als (incl din relations ips location
ti e period etc.). e cli ates in ence o indi id als t ink and be a e
including encouraging their creative potential (which promotes their emotional and psychological health9) or discouraging it.10 Climates also include
so rces o eedback or e al ation or a final creation
ic deter ines
whether the creation is worthwhile. Only when the creation is recognized
and valued by others/the society does it become an innovation.11
i erse soil bri t s n fierce stor s and ree space are necessar or
plants to ro stron and o ris . Si ilarl 4S cli ates first soil second
s n t ird stor and finall space cli ates in t is order are necessar or
c ildren s creati it to ro stron and o ris as fi re 2.2 s o s.
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1. Soil
(Diverse Resources & Experiences)
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2. Sun
(Inspiration & Encouragement)
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3. Storm
(High Expectations & Challenges)

4. Space
(Freedom to Be Alone & Unique)

Figure 2.2. 4S Climates (Soil, Sun, Storm, and Space)
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The Diverse Soil Climate

First, the diverse soil climate provides individuals with diverse resources
and experiences. “Resources” includes exposure and access to all kinds of
di ersit
t in s people kno led e and ie s (rat er t an st financial resources). The soil climate also teaches individuals how to access
and grow new resources instead of just consuming what’s already available. Diverse soil is vital for plants’ growth; one element can’t compensate
or anot er s deficienc . For indi id als an open inded cli ate leads to
t o
t pro okin e periences and con ictin and co ple ie s ro
insiders and outsiders. Plants have greater fruiting success if their location
enables cross-pollination with other plants. Likewise, resourceful individuals become more successful if their climate enables face-to-face interactions and collaborations with others.
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When the soil climate initially nurtures young individuals’ soil attitudes, they can encounter diverse subjects. The diverse soil climate is discussed in detail in chapter 3.
The Bright Sun Climate
Second, after the diverse soil climate, the bright sun climate inspires and
encourages indi id als. S nli t attracts plants inspirational fi res and
events attract individuals’ optimistic curiosity. This nurtures their love of
reading and learning. The sun shines on the entire world––even the most
re ote corner. Like ise inspirin fi res and e ents s o t e bi pict re
and unlimited possibilities to individuals and draw them out of limited
situations. Just as the sun gives plants warmth and energy, the sun climate
gives individuals encouragement and excitement by inspiring and playfully introducing them to new subjects.
When the sun climate initially nurtures young individuals’ sun attit des t e can find a specific c riosit pre erence or interest (C I) in a
subject. The bright sun climate is discussed in detail in chapter 4.
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The Fierce Storm Climate
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ird a ter t e di erse soil and bri t s n cli ates t e fierce stor
climate provides individuals with high expectations and challenges. Gardeners set high expectations for plants to produce their maximum blossoms/fruits. Likewise, the storm climate sets high expectations for individuals to utilize their maximum potential. Gardeners prune early and
consistently to prevent plants from growing out of control. Similarly, the
storm climate early and consistently provides both positive and negative
eedback to instill sel discipline and sel e ficac in indi id als. ea
winds and rain help plants grow stronger, just as challenges and adversity
elp indi id als de elop co petiti e skills to appl to increasin l di ficult challenges.
When the storm climate initially nurtures young individuals’ storm attitudes, they can develop useful expertise in a subject, which turns their CPI
into a passion; only after they are truly good at something can it become a
passion
e fierce stor cli ate is disc ssed in detail in c apter 5.
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The Free Space Climate
Finall a ter t e di erse soil bri t s n and fierce stor cli ates t e ree
space climate provides individuals with freedom to be alone and unique.
Gardeners expect and respect that each plant will be different. In a similar
vein, the space climate expects and respects that individuals will develop
according to their own CPI. Gardeners provide plants with time and space
to grow to their own shape and full size, and the space climate provides
individuals with time and space to develop their uniqueness and grow to
their full potential.
When the space climate initially nurtures young individuals’ space
attitudes, they can develop unique ideas based on their expertise. The free
space climate is discussed in detail in chapter 6.
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Attitudes—the ways individuals react to the climates—are also important.
The soil climate introduces individuals to diverse people, cultures, religions, and opinions, but they must be curious or interested in some of the
e periences in order to benefit ro t e . o indi id als e posed to t e
same climate may react differently, depending on their creative attitudes.
Creative attitudes are individuals’ characteristics, beliefs, and visions that
compel them to create, which enable their creative-thinking skills.12 I use
the term “attitudes” instead of “personality” because attitudes are more
teachable than personality is. About 40 to 55 percent of adult personality
is inherited, but attitudes are less genetic and more changeable than personality is.13
e t ent se en 4S attit des (fi e soil si s n ei t stor and ei t
space attit des) irror t e 4S cli ates. ttit des are ainl in enced or
changed by climates. This means that parents and educators can nurture
children’s creative attitudes by cultivating the 4S climates. Not every innovator possesses all twenty-seven of the attitudes, but the greatest innovators do. These attitudes predict innovation in all fields.14 However, each of
the attitudes might seem negative to some people.15 Whether, why, and how
these attitudes enable innovators’ creative-thinking skills are discussed in
chapters 3 (soil), 4 (sun), 5 (storm), and 6 (space) in detail.
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The Five Soil Attitudes
e fi e soil attit des are c aracteri ed b indi id als open and co ple
minds that best utilize resources. The soil attitudes help individuals become
resourceful cross-pollinators, which enables their creative-thinking skills.
(1) The open-minded attitude involves considering others’ views
that are different from one’s own. It’s developed by early diverse
experiences including exposure to other cultures. But open-minded
individuals might seem “distracted” to some people.
(2) Having the bicultural attitude means embracing new cultures
while maintaining one’s own cultural identity. It’s developed by
learning from other cultures, and it matures by seeking diverse
mentors. But bicultural individuals might seem “rootless” to some
people.
(3) The mentored attitude comes from being mutually interested in
and taught by experts and their constructive criticism. It’s developed by individuals’ trusting others and being teachable. Mentors
share their expertise with mentees and guide them in developing
mentees’ own. Mentors and bicultural experiences help individuals understand complex views. But mentored individuals might
seem “channeled” to some people.
(4) The complexity-seeking attitude is characterized by embracing
e i ocal and con ictin ie s. It s refined b dealin
it or
solving increasingly complex situations/problems, and it helps
find and anal e ni e opport nities. B t co ple it seekin
individuals might seem “overcomplicated” to some people.
(5) Having the resourceful attit de eans findin and sin all kinds
o reso rces opport nities e ecti el and e ficientl to acco plish goals. It’s developed by individuals’ learning to prepare
or or o erco e financial p sical or c lt ral c allen es. B t
resourceful individuals might seem “opportunistic” to some
people.
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The Six Sun Attitudes
The six sun attitudes are characterized by individuals’ self-inspiration and
curiosity that sustain energy. Their sun attitudes help them become curious
optimists, which enables creative-thinking skills.
(1) Having the optimistic attitude means seeing positive outcomes
regardless of existing circumstances. It starts with positive
attac ent to ot ers
ic elps indi id als confidentl e pand
their world. But optimistic individuals might seem “unrealistic” to
some people.
(2) The big-picture-thinking attitude comes from being inspired by
others’ words, deeds, or values and seeing the big picture beyond
constraints. It draws individuals out of limited situations to pursue
unlimited possibilities. Their optimistic and big-picture-thinking
attitudes direct curiosity out toward the big world. But big-picturethinking individuals might seem “dreamy” to some people.
(3) Having the curious attitude means thinking in a childlike manner
and insatiably seeking new information. It leads individuals to
unexpected opportunities, and it instills a desire to pursue them.
But curious individuals might seem “annoying” to some people.
(4) Having the spontaneous attit de eans bein e ible and i
ediately acting on new ideas and opportunities. It starts with openmindedness and curiosity, and it leads to playful approaches to
experiences. But spontaneous individuals might seem “impulsive”
to some people.
(5) Having the playful attitude means approaching situations in
exploratory ways and seeing the lighter side of challenges. This
helps sustain individuals’ energy over time. But playful individuals might seem “mischievous” to some people.
(6) The energetic attitude comes from being motivated from within,
regardless of external circumstances (by intense curiosity, selfinspiration, or other reasons). It starts with optimistic curiosity,
and it sustains individuals’ enthusiasm over time. But energetic
individuals might seem “hyper” to some people.
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The Eight Storm Attitudes
The eight storm attitudes are characterized by individuals’ overcoming
challenges and striving for goals. Their storm attitudes help them become
resilient hard workers, which enables creative-thinking skills.
(1) Having the independent attitude means thinking and acting freely
ro ot ers in ence s pport and control. It starts it t inkin
and doing things alone, and it helps individuals control their own
behaviors. But independent individuals might seem “aloof” to
some people.
(2) The self-disciplined attitude comes from individuals’ motivating
and controlling themselves to accomplish goals. It starts by
adapting to existing expectations/limitations, and it develops by
structuring their own situations while avoiding distractions and
addictions. But self-disciplined individuals might seem “compulsive” to some people.
(3) Having the diligent attitude means exerting meticulous, steady
attention to build skills to accomplish clear goals. It starts with selfdiscipline, and it results in skills necessary to pursue the goals. But
diligent individuals might seem like “workaholics” to some people.
(4) The self-efficacious attit de co es ro bein confident to per or
well on a specific task based on previous successful experiences.
Sel e ficac (tr e confidence) across ltiple areas b ilds indi idals resilience. B t sel e ficacio s indi id als i t see
arrogant” to some people.
(5) The resilient attitude comes from recovering and thriving after
c allen es or ail res. It starts it sel e ficac and dedication
to clear goals, and it helps develop skills that minimize the impact
of setbacks or risks. But resilient individuals might seem “combative” to some people.
(6) Having the risk-taking attitude means leaving secure situations in
p rs it o ncertain re ards. It starts it opti istic sel e ficac
and it develops as individuals plan for various outcomes. This
helps them keep trying. But risk-taking individuals might seem
“reckless” to some people.
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(7) Having the persistent attitude means continuously striving for
goals with commitment regardless of immediate rewards. It starts
it indi id als sel e ficac and resilience and it stren t ens as
they make progress toward their goals. But persistent individuals
might seem “obsessive” to some people.
(8) Having the uncertainty-accepting attitude means acting without
complete information regardless of potential challenges or outcomes. It helps individuals dare to attempt the impossible. But
uncertainty-accepting individuals might seem “fearless” to some
people.
The Eight Space Attitudes
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The eight space attitudes are characterized by individuals’ discovering and
expressing their own uniqueness. Their space attitudes help them become
defiant dreamers, which enables creative-thinking skills.
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(1) Having the emotional attitude means recognizing, understanding,
and expressing individuals’ own feelings. It helps them
communicate their own state of mind, and it develops empathy for
others. But emotional individuals might seem “unstable” to some
people.
(2) Having the compassionate attitude means internally empathizing
with others and externalizing it by helping them in meaningful
ways. It starts with understanding others and their situations and
seein t e bi pict re. It elps indi id als sel re ect abo t ot ers
experiences and the big world. But compassionate individuals
might seem “overreaching” to some people.
(3) Having the self-reflective attitude means enjoying solitude to
understand the essence of individuals’ own and others’ experiences and views. It starts with enjoying time alone to work on
goals, and it is facilitated by connecting with nature. It helps them
be objective about their feelings and make their own choices
a tono o sl . B t sel re ecti e indi id als i t see
it drawn” to some people.
(4) Having the autonomous attitude means being independently and
intrinsically motivated to pursue goals. It starts when individuals set
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(5)

(6)

(7)

their own goals, and it matures as they enjoy achieving them. But
autonomous individuals might seem “uncontrolled” to some people.
Having the daydreaming attitude means sustaining unrealistic but
goal-oriented thoughts while awake. It helps individuals disregard existing norms in their extemporaneous thoughts but capture
useable aspects of the thoughts. But daydreaming individuals
might seem “delusional” to some people.
Having the nonconforming attitude means choosing to differ
from mainstream patterns of thought and behavior. It develops by
feeling comfortable being an outsider. It helps individuals reach
their uniqueness beyond existing norms. But nonconforming individuals might seem “wild” to some people.
Having the gender-bias-free attitude means rejecting stereotypes
based on gender. It develops by using views and strengths from
di erent enders. It opens t e door to intellect al defiance across
p sical financial pro essional and et nic biases. B t ender
bias-free individuals might seem “gender-free” to some people.
Having the defiant attitude means courageously rejecting or
changing existing norms, values, traditions, hierarchies, or authorities in order to p rs e indi id als oals. eir defiance breaks t e
existing constraints, which enables them to see/do what others can’t.
B t defiant indi id als i t see rebellio s to so e people.
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INNOVATORS’ ATTITUDES: THE CACTUS AMONG US

Cacti exemplify attitudes of innovators and how they seem to others. People
o ten ad ire bot t e cacti s abilit to t ri e in a desert and t eir o ers
vibrant colors. But people often do not want to be near cacti because their
thorns (while necessary for the plants’ survival) are painful to touch! Likewise, most people admire the achievements of innovators, but they often
do not love the innovators themselves—especially when they are growing
up—because their attitudes seem negative.
Soil attitudes—both cacti and innovators are resourceful cross-pollinators. Cacti learn to adapt to scare resources. They spread roots widely
to capture miniscule moisture near the sandy surface and store water in
porous or hollow trunks. They minimize water loss by opening stomata
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and blooming in cooler temperatures at night. Likewise, innovators learn
to adapt to scarce reso rces b de elopin skills to seek o t and find ne
resources to support their CPI. Cacti’s sharp spines protect them from
greedy predators but also provide protection for insects and birds that
enrich their ecosystem. Cacti cluster together for protection against desert
hardships. Likewise, innovators cross-pollinate with mentors and other
experts to achieve innovation.
Sun attitudes—both cacti and innovators are curious optimists. Cacti
enjoy the sunny side of life year-round. They optimistically draw curiosity
and energy from the sun with their entire body and then multiply in sandy
soil that other plants can’t tolerate. Their vibrant, optimistic explosions
of colorful blossoms transform an otherwise-bleak desert landscape into
a rainbow of life, hope, and beauty. Likewise, innovators’ optimism and
insatiable curiosity turn challenges into opportunities and then innovation,
which energizes themselves and others.
Storm attitudes—both cacti and innovators are resilient hard workers.
Cacti beco e resilient b o erco in as oods li tnin stor s fierce
winds, dust devils, and locus swarms. They persistently protect trunks
and roots with prickly spines and grow back when damaged. Likewise,
b b ildin sel e ficac inno ators it stand ot ers do bts and re ections and take risks to pursue their goals. Their resilience helps them consider setbacks and adversities as learning opportunities and overcome their
a s eaknesses and ail res.
Space attitudes—both cacti and innovators are defiant dreamers. Cacti
don t ant to ro in o erbeds it ot er plants and are content in a ot
dry desert. Nevertheless, cacti are compassionate oasis in the desert. From
great distances, they guide insects, small animals, and thirsty travelers
to shelter, food, and water stored in edible trunks. Likewise, innovators
defy the crowd to pursue their goals and achieve what others can’t even
i a ine. eir co passion to i pro e ot ers li es benefits t e orld and
inspires future generations of innovators.
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Step 3. ION Thinking Skills (Inbox, Outbox, and Newbox)

The 4S attitudes enable individuals’ creative-thinking skills. Three ION
thinking skills—inbox, outbox, and newbox—occur during the creative
process, Apple-tree Creative Process (ACP). Inbox thinking is narrow and
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deep (inside the box) to gain or evaluate knowledge and skills; outbox
thinking is quick and broad (outside the box) to imagine diverse possibilities; and newbox thinking combines elements of inbox and outbox thinking
and transforms them into a new creation (new box). The soil and storm attitudes enable individuals’ useful inbox and newbox thinking. The sun and
space attitudes enable individuals’ unique outbox and newbox thinking.
Inbox Thinking
Inbox thinking includes traditional ways of accomplishing tasks or choosing
the right answer. Yet well-developed inbox thinking is essential for developing expertise
asterin a specific s b ect b nderstandin and appl in
knowledge and skills.16 Expertise requires individuals to memorize, comprehend, and apply knowledge and skills. Inbox thinking also includes criticalthinking skills: analyzing and evaluating ideas that are generated later during
outbox thinking. Inbox thinking works like a zoom lens that helps individuals zoom in on narrow knowledge and skills to look closely at details or
evaluate them, which ensures usefulness of an idea or a creation.
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Outbox thinking is divergent or outside-the-box thinking that seeks noncon or in ideas. It enerates ent (many spontaneously) e ible (different angles or kinds of), and original (novel) ideas. Outbox thinking benefits ro a readil accessible reser oir o e pertise. It orks like a ide
angle lens that helps individuals take a broad field o ie and i a ine
many novel approaches to a problem or an opportunity, which ensures
uniqueness of an idea or a creation.

Pro

Newbox Thinking
Newbox thinking combines elements of inbox and outbox thinking. It
uses both the zoom and wide-angle lenses to uniquely combine/synthesize
nrelated ideas and t en se ll refine trans or t e s nt esi ed into a
creation, which ensures both uniqueness and usefulness of the creation.
Finally, newbox thinking promotes the creation so that it can be recognized
as an innovation by others/the society.
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4S Climates → 4S Attitudes → ION Thinking Skills

The 4S climates nurture the 4S attitudes in individuals so that they can
apply ION thinking skills to accomplish innovation, as table 2.1 shows.
Thus, innovation is dependent on individuals’ creative climates, attitudes,
and thinking skills (CATs), and it can be learned and practiced.17 This is
contrary to the common belief from both the East and the West that creati it is onl a as o brilliance ro
ods eni ses or artists.18
Table 2.1. Relationships within the Creative CATs
(Climates, Attitudes, and Thinking Skills)
Attitudes:
CATs Climates
(Climates facilitate individuals’ Nurtured by Climates
initial creativity development)
4S
Diverse resources and
experiences (help individuals
encounter diverse subjects)

Soil

Sun

Open-minded, bicultural,
mentored, complexityseeking, and resourceful

e
m
ro

Inspiration and encouragement
(help individuals identify a
specific C I in a s b ect)

y
t
r
pe

u
e
th

P
f
o

o
B
s

Optimistic, big-picturethinking, curious, spontaneous, playful, and
energetic

s
k
o

Thinking Skills:
Enabled by
Attitudes

Useful inbox and
newbox thinking

Unique outbox
and newbox
thinking

High expectations and challenges (help individuals
Storm develop useful expertise,
which turns the CPI into a
passion)

Independent, selfUseful inbox and
newbox thinking
disciplined, diligent,
sel e ficacio s resilient
risk-taking, persistent, and
uncertainty-accepting

Freedom to be alone and
unique (helps individuals
develop unique ideas based on
Space
the expertise)

Emotional, compassionate sel re ecti e
autonomous, daydreaming, nonconforming, gender-bias-free,
and defiant

Pro

Unique outbox
and newbox
thinking

CATS, SO WHAT? LET’S CULTIVATE THE 4S CLIMATES FIRST
Within the three steps of cultivating the 4S climates, nurturing the 4S attit des and appl in t e I N t inkin skills t e first and t e ost critical
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step is to cultivate the 4S climates. Climates determine whether a creative idea or product becomes an innovation or nothing or a failure.19 For
example, I’ve studied an inventor who landed a job right after college with
the most well-known high-tech company in Korea. Despite the fact that the
company wanted to design innovative products, he was slammed for presenting unique ideas. He was told that his ideas were nonsense. However,
he moved to America, where a company hired and promoted him because
of his “nonsense” ideas. He later patented his ideas and became a vice
president of another high-tech company. This was fortunate for America,
but it was a loss for Korea due to its un-creative climate.
Climates also either encourage or discourage individuals’ creativity
development.20 I’ve studied a child prodigy who was the focus of media
attention since e as fi e.21 At nine, he was admitted to a university’s
physics department. However, because his growth has been planned
only around advancing his knowledge and skills in un-creative climates,
although he’s gained a lot of useful knowledge, he hasn’t created anything unique. Unless he leaves the un-creative climate, I’m afraid that he’ll
never become an innovator.
Whether a prodigy or not, all individuals are born with creative potential, but their creative thinking depends on what’s left over after their
creati it is sti ed or bonsaied by their climates. Their creativity is bonsaied b o e cli ates first 22 and then by school climates,23 which are the
most critical climates for individuals’ creativity development. Creativity is
a gift, but it can be a curse for individuals who are in un-creative climates
(including test-centric climates).24 They are scolded or punished for their
creative attitudes and thinking.25 This is because many parents and educators see children’s creative attitudes as negative.26 Some believe they value
creativity, but in fact their actions are found to devalue it.27 For example,
they often see the conforming attitude as indicative of children’s creativity
and the noncon or in or defiant attit de as ne ati e.28
While many parents and educators were staring only at a cactus’s
thorns, parents and teachers of innovators saw the cactus for its strength,
its uniqueness, and its buds for potentially colorful blossoms. They cultivated creative climates and saw the positive aspects of children’s 4S
attitudes. They encouraged them to use their attitudes for applying ION
thinking skills to achieve innovation, which eventually changed history.
In this book, you will meet teachers such as Jost Winteler (for Einstein) at

o
B
s

s
k
o
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e
th
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m
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t
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o
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Aarau; Imogene Hill (for Jobs) at Monta Loma; Reverend Cecil Harris (for
Mandela) at Clarkebury; and Elizabeth Willis (for O’Keeffe) at Chatham, in
addition to these innovators’ parents. In my case also, without my teachers,
especially Mr. Soon-Hyun Cho, I’d probably be trapped in a smelly sweatshop—making socks all day—like all the other girls from my village.
Creativity has the power to transform the good to the best, and history
has shown that it only takes a few parents or educators to make striking
advances for humankind. If parents and educators learn to cultivate the 4S
climates that nurture children’s 4S attitudes at home and in school—rather
than fostering un-creative climates that bonsai children’s creative potential—they can greatly increase future innovation.
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